Program Review Memorandum of Understanding
Mathematical, Information and Computer Sciences Department
November 2010

Plan for Improvement: Recommendations from the Program Review:
The following recommendations emerged from the MICS Program Review:
1. Revise the curriculum in the Information Systems Major and transform it into a more efficient
major in Computer Information Systems.
2. Update the Computer Science and Mathematics curricula to reflect the changes described in the
body of the MICS Program Review Phase I and Phase II.
3. Develop in partnership with the other departments in Rohr Science (Biology, Chemistry, and
Physics and Engineering) a minor in Computational Science
4. Develop and test hybrid components for existing classes in the department.
5. Phase in the additional assessments of program learning outcomes as describe in our updated
assessment plan.
Action Steps for Implementing Improvements:
The timeline for implementing these changes can be seen in the timeline appendix. Details of the steps
needed can be found in the program review (Phase I: https://portal.pointloma.edu/web/mathematicalinformation-and-computer-sciences/programreviewi and Phase II:
https://portal.pointloma.edu/web/mathematical-information-and-computer-sciences/programreviewii) and
in the attached detail for work on hybrid/flipped classes.
Assessment Measures:
 The changes in curriculum for Computer Information Systems, Computer Science and
Mathematics will be assessed via the program assessment system for each major. Details can
be found in the MICS assessment documents (https://portal.pointloma.edu/web/institutionaleffectiveness/assessment/mics).
Financial Implications of the Action Steps:
The numbers below correspond to the number of the recommendation above.
1. The Computer Information Systems major makes use of several classes in the Computer Science
major. This change has the effect of a net reduction of one half of a full-time equivalent (FTE)
faculty member in the department. Because of recent departures and upcoming retirements, this
change will be absorbed by not refilling a faculty position in the department.
2. The updates in the Computer Science and Mathematics curricula are cost neutral since the
changes involved the elimination as well as the addition of courses and making some previously
elective courses required.
3. The development of the Computational Science minor is also cost neutral. Many of the courses in
the minor already exist in one of the four departments in the building. There are a limited number
of MICS courses needed to be added to the curriculum (Matlab, Python Scripting, Databases for
Computational Science) and in revising the curriculum for Math and CS (recommendation 2) the
department was able to free up the units needed for this purpose.
4. Develop and test hybrid components for existing classes in the department. This recommendation
has a cost associated with it. The main expense is funding for faculty during the summer to
develop the hybrid components. There will be limited costs for software and other technical tools
that will be paid out of department funds. It is anticipated that the process of creation,
experimentation and testing will take 4-5 years. The details related to this process can be seen in
the hybrid attachment.
5. Phasing in the additional assessments in the department is cost neutral.
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Five-Year Timeline for Recommendations

2010-11




Curriculum
Complete Program Review
Turn in curriculum proposal
to the Academic Policies
Committee



Computational Science
Discuss details of a
computational science minor
with the other departments
in the building





Implement curriculum with
needed transitional
schedules for students



Map out and submit needed
curricular changes if the
computational science minor
is to proceed

2011-12











Finish implementing new
curriculum



Implement new
computational science minor



2012-13
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Assessment
CSC254 Signature
Assignment and Rubric
(develop)
MTH242 Signature
Assignment and Rubric
(develop)
ISS424 Signature Assignment
and Rubric (develop)
Annual Assessment
Senior Seminar Societal Role
Assignment and Rubric
(develop)
MTH382 Signature
Assignment and Rubric
(develop)
ISS414 Signature Assignment
and Rubric (develop)
Annual Assessment

CSC494 Signature
Assignment and Rubric
(develop)
Annual Assessment

Hybrids
Summer 2011
 Convert MTH131, MTH121,
CSC133 and MTH203

Fall 2011
 Trial run with MTH121 and
CSC133
 Trial run with randomized
treatments in MTH203
Spring 2012
 Trail run with MTH131
 Trial run with randomized
treatments in MTH203
Summer 2012
 Evaluate what was learned
from the 2011-12 trials
 Convert CSC181 and MTH303
Fall 2012
 Second trial run with MTH121
and CSC133
 Trial run with randomized
treatments with CSC181 and
MTH303
Spring 2013
 Second trial run with MTH131
 Trial run with randomized
treatments with CSC181 and
MTH303
Summer 2013
 Evaluate what was learned
from the 2012-13 trials
 Adjust classes as needed

Curriculum
Assess new curriculum





Assess new curriculum



Computational Science
Implement new
computational science minor



Assessment
Annual Assessment



Annual Assessment

2014-15

2013-14



Preliminary assessment of
new computational science
minor
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Hybrids
Fall 2013
 Continue gathering data in
CSC181, MTH121, MTH203
and MTH303
Spring 2014
 Continue gathering data in
CSC181, MTH131, MTH203
and MTH303
 Make determination about
continuing the use of hybrids
 Write journal articles on what
we have learned about
learning outcomes with these
hybrid
 Implement decisions about the
continuing use of hybrids for
these classes

Hybrid Scoping
The Classes:
 CSC133 – Introduction to Computer Science and Information Systems (3 units taught once per
year)
 CSC181 – Excel (1 unit taught 5 times per year)
 MTH121 – Modeling (1 unit taught once per year)
 MTH131 – Calculus Lab (1 unit taught once per year)
 MTH203 – Elementary Statistics (this is the “service” statistics class) (3 units taught 6-7 times per
year)
 MTH303 – Problem Solving (our broad general education class) (3 units taught 12 times per year)
Content Development Needed:
 Laboratory content moved to hybrid for: CSC133, CSC181 and MTH131
 Information reinforcement and mastery content to hybrid for MTH203 and MTH303
As a department we have outlined the content to be moved to computer format for each course. The
basic assumption is that this content will aid in “flipping” the classes, allowing more course time to be
focused on problem solving. For some classes there is a significant amount of public domain content
available to assist with developing the hybrid modules (CSC181 and MTH203). For others, much of the
content will need to be created from scratch (CSC133, MTH121, MTH131 and MTH303).
Cost
Our scoping indicates that it will take roughly one unit of work to convert partial content for each unit of
the class. The one exception to this is MTH131 which may require 2 units for conversion because of
some of the complexities of creating content for that particular course.
 15-20 units of conversion work (at the summer pay cost) spread over 4 summers: $32,000 (max)
 Additional supplies or equipment for testing interfaces: $1,000
 Cost of analyzing data, conducting research (students): $1,500
Total cost is a maximum of $34,500 (assuming that adjunct pay rate remain the same).
When laboratory fees were increased, the majority of that annual fee increase was “banked” by the
Provost’s Office to support research and curricular development in the department. The money that
accumulates each year will be sufficient to fund this work. Much of the money in fees has been collected
from these particular classes and the conversion work will assist with the laboratory aspects of these
classes.
Timeline
Note that we anticipate the class conversions to be team projects. Multiple faculty members will be
involved in the conversion of classes (many working on teams for a single class). We also need to work
collaboratively as a team and with PLNU ITS to find the best technological solutions.
If we notice significant positive or negative experimental effects, we may change the time line for the
randomized studies of learning outcomes.
Summer 2011
 Convert MTH131, MTH121, CSC133 and MTH203
Fall 2011
 Trial run with MTH121 and CSC133
 Trial run with randomized treatments in MTH203
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Spring 2012
 Trail run with MTH131
 Trial run with randomized treatments in MTH203
Summer 2012
 Evaluate what was learned from the 2011-12 trials
 Convert CSC181 and MTH303
Fall 2012
 Second trial run with MTH121 and CSC133
 Trial run with randomized treatments with CSC181 and MTH303
Spring 2013
 Second trial run with MTH131
 Trial run with randomized treatments with CSC181 and MTH303
Summer 2013
 Evaluate what was learned from the 2012-13 trials
 Adjust classes as needed
Fall 2013
 Continue gathering data in CSC181, MTH121, MTH203 and MTH303
Spring 2014
 Continue gathering data in CSC181, MTH131, MTH203 and MTH303
 Make determination about continuing the use of hybrids
Summer 2014
 Finalize any changes that need to be made in the material.
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